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JND433 – Infinity Panels & JND434 Daisy Circle & Leaves - by John 
Lockwood 
 

  
 
Instructions by June Smith 
 
John has created a ‘You Tube Video’ dated 14th February 2024, using the new 
JND433 Infinity Panels and JND434 Daisy Circle & Leaves die sets, where he 
demonstrates how to make a card using the afore mentioned die sets.  I would 
advise that you visit it as well as following these instructions. 
 
June’s Tips: This applies to any die, place your pieces onto your cutting plate at an 
angle, this helps to cut the dies in one pass.  Also use your glue eraser to remove 
any unwanted marks. 
 
Materials 
6” x 6” White Top Folding Card Blank 
JND433 Infinity Panels Die Set (6) 
JND434 Daisy Circle & Leaves Die Set (2) 
JND442 Modern Sentiments Stamp Set 
Essential Coconut White Card 
Essential Grey Card 
Stamping Press 
CA Glue Glaze 
Versafine Smokey Grey Ink Pad 
CA Clear Dew Drops 
A5 Die Cutting Machine 
2mm Foam Tape 
Craft Kit 
 
Method: 

• Cut a piece of Coconut White card to 5” x 5”.  Then take your Modern 
Sentiment stamp (Hope today is full of Surprises and all your Dreams come 
true) and ink this up with ‘Versafine Smokey Grey’ ink pad - this is because 
we are not using any black on this card, so we use a subtle colour ink – stamp 
this along the bottom right-hand corner of the card.  Then bring in the Infinity 
Panel and using your grid lined mat (or similar) add this 1” in from the left-
hand side of the card, tape it down well, making sure that it is completely 
straight along the top and bottom, we really don’t want the die to move – run 
this through your die cutting machine. 
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• Remove the die from the card, turn it over and add 3 strips of 2mm foam tape 
down the left, middle and right-hand sides. 

• Cut a piece of coconut white card to 5½” x 5½” and a piece of Grey card to 
5⅝” x 5⅝” and layer these up onto your top folding white card blank.  Remove 
the yellow backing tape from the front of your card, add a few dabs of wet 
glue to stop the static and also give you a little bit of wiggle room should you 
need it, add this onto the mat and layers. 

   
• John then has some waste pieces left over from the new Daisy Circle & 

Leaves die set which have been coloured with the new Pearl Fusion Inks, 
Coral, Flamingo on the flowers and Spearmint & Verdant on the leaves, (see 
separate you tube for this).  The easiest way to add these onto the card is to 
take your ‘Easy Squeeze Super Tacky Clear glue’ and squeeze a blob of it 
onto your mat, then using a pair of pointed tweezers pick the leaves and dab it 
in a couple of places on the back of the leave, add these onto the card.  Add a 
clear dew drop into the centre of each flower, then pick up the flower with the 
pointed tweezers, dip it into the wet glue and add onto the leaves.  It is so 
easy with the pointed tweezers rather than your fingers because you can hold 
each petal and just dab the back of it into the wet glue. 

• There are also some little pink dots from the die cuts, and we will add 6 dabs 
of glue glaze arranged around the display, use a pick-up tool to pick each one 
up and add onto the glue glaze, these will stick almost immediately as the 
glue glaze is so strong. 

  
 

 
Your creation is now complete.  I hope you have enjoyed these instructions. 


